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Revising Paragraphs  
 
How would you revise and improve the following paragraph? 
 
  

 One of the reasons Breaking Bad is such a good television show is that it follows 

the standard story of the Faust character, who sells his soul to the devil. The characters 

are well-drawn. Each episode building off of the previous one. Critics agree. 

“Where Breaking Bad differs is that it’s much more macroscopic in scope and focuses on 

a narrower set of characters and the world as perceived by them. The advantage to this 

kind of storytelling (if done right), is the stakes and emotional ties we have with the story 

and characters can be much higher” (Koepp). This quote agrees with my position that the 

show and its characters are so complex. Some may say that Walt and his partner Jesse are 

cowardly characters. I disagree. Walt and Jesse are strong characters, which is why the 

show has been popular with audiences.  
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One of the reasons Breaking Bad is such a good television show is that it follows 

the standard story of the Faust character, who sells his soul to the devil. From the first 

episode of the first seaon, the protagonist, Walt, sells his soul to cooking meth, “breaking 

bad” from his role as a faithful husband and a cautious science teacher. Walt is such a 

well-drawn character, however, because his Faustian tragedy is due to his genuine 

struggle with cancer. Our desire to see him beat cancer, combined with our desire to see 

him succeed as a drug dealer, helps each episode build off of the previous one. Critics 

like Brent Koepp agree. Comparing the layers of story-telling in the show to The Wire, 

Koepp writes, “Where Breaking Bad differs is that it’s much more macroscopic in scope 

and focuses on a narrower set of characters and the world as perceived by them. The 

advantage to this kind of storytelling (if done right), is the stakes and emotional ties we 

have with the story and characters can be much higher” (Koepp). By “macroscopic,” 

Koepp means that Breaking Bad touches on universal questions – death, love, and family 

life – through the narrow lens of meth-cooking. This statement reinforces my position 

that the show and its characters are so complex. Some, like Emily Nussbaum of The New 

York Times, may say that Walt and his partner Jesse are cowardly characters. Nussbaum 

notes that  the show simply “plays to the secret craving in every man for the ‘good’ life” 

(Nussbaum). But Walt and his drug-cooking partner Jesse are strong characters, because 

they show that the desire to wager all for the good life, like Faust, leads to tragic 

circumstances.  

 


